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Foreign meat entering the
United States will be inspected
only m federally inspected plants
or in “official import inspection
establishments” approved by the
U S. Department of Agriculture,
as the result of a regulations
change announced recently.

Until now, there have been no
fixed standards for import in-
spection points. USDA officials
said the amendment to Federal
meat inspection regulations will
mean more efficient and
thorough examination of im-
ported meat, because these
checks will only be conducted in
approved facilities. New
facilities will be subject to the
new approval requirements

beginning Nov. 17. Establish-
ments with existing facilities will
be given one year to comply with
the new requirements, officials of
USDA’s Animal andPlant Health
Inspection Service said.

Imported meat is reinspected
upon entry into the United States
as a secondary check on product
wholesomeness. The export-
ing country must first have
an inspection program equal to
USDA’s before being eligible to
ship meat to the U.S. Inspectors
employed by the foreign
governments then provide
continuous inspection for all
meat prepared for export to the
United States. The effectiveness
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One of the modern aspects of cattle
improvement is the Direct Herd
Program pioneered by ABS, where-
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Grace M. Sloan knows tax money doesn’t grow on trees. It comes
out of your pocket.

As the first woman State Treasurer of Pennsylvania, she hasguarded your tax dollars and applied prudent business methods to
management of all operations of the State Treasury Department.

Mrs. Sloan is a hard-working, conscientious official. She should
have your support.

ofthese inspectors in periodically
checked by USDA’s 19-man
veterinary foreign review staff.

USDA based the amendment,
which was published in the
Federal Register Oct. 17, on 14
public commentsreceived after a
proposal to adopt similar
regulations was published in the
Federal Register Dec. 4. Some
wording changes were made to
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Lowest cost, sparkling water-
pipeline cool in summer,
warmed in winter for maximum
consumption...fastest gains.
Quick recovery, positive action
temperature control,completely
automatic. 70 styles, 26 mod-
els, See orca 11...
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Copies of the amendment are D.C. 20250.

mi\** CORN
V264 2' 119 day maturlty

A Champion. Short-stalked, upright leaf,
with a really high yield and potential.
Moderately high population

V2592 ■ ® day maturity
By demand. A special hybrid for the East,
large-eared, excellent stalk, and fast
drying.

V2552 !13 day maturity
This is a high population hybrid. Pour on the

fertilizer, early tasseling and silking a high
yielder

V2402 - 102 day maturity
The big yielder. Tough to beat anywhere.
Indiana reports over 200 bushels yield. Early
plant hybrid.

V2332 - 94 day maturity
Tremendous yield potential. Early. Fast
drying. High yielder. Picks and shells
beautifully.
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